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Abstract

A geotechnical design and optimization procedure for piled-raft foundations to support tall wind turbines in clayey and sandy soil are
presented in this paper. From the conventional geotechnical design, it was found that the differential settlement controlled the final
design and was considered as the response of concern in the optimization procedure. A parametric study was subsequently conducted
to examine the effect of the soil shear strength parameters and wind speed (random variables) on the design parameters (number and
length of piles and radius of raft). Finally, a robust design optimization procedure was conducted using a Genetic Algorithm coupled
with a Monte Carlo simulation considering the total cost of the foundation and the standard deviation of differential settlement as
the objectives. This procedure resulted in a set of acceptable designs forming a Pareto front which can be readily used to select the best
design for given performance requirements and cost limitations.
� 2018 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Japanese Geotechnical Society.
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1. Introduction

Wind energy, an alternative to conventional energy pro-
duced by burning fossil fuels, is a renewable and clean
energy which produces no greenhouse gas emissions during
operation, consumes no water, and uses only a little land.
With the rapidly growing world population, it is essential
to increase the production of energy using sustainable
sources such as wind to meet the demand. One of the
cost-effective ways to increase the production of wind
energy is to build taller towers. Since a higher and steadier
wind speed can be accessed at higher elevations, building
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taller towers can increase the wind energy production of
a single turbine. The study of Lewin (2010) revealed that
an increase in turbine elevation from 80 m to 100 m would
result in a 4.6% higher wind speed which translates to a sig-
nificant 14% increase in power output. A further increase in
tower height from 80 m to 120 m would result in an 8.5%
higher wind speed and a 28% increase in power output. It
should also be noted that the higher initial construction
cost and the lower operational cost of wind turbines make
it economical to build a few taller towers rather than sev-
eral normally sized towers to maximize the wind energy
production.

Increase in tower height, however, leads to significant
geotechnical engineering challenges because the foundation
design loads (vertical load, horizontal load, and bending
moment) increase with the increasing tower height. Larger
loads not only result in the larger foundations demanding
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significant resources to be allocated for the design and con-
struction of the foundations, but they also present chal-
lenges in choosing the appropriate type of foundation as
well as the optimal design parameters. Among the many
types of foundations used for supporting wind turbines, a
piled-raft foundation is considered to be effective for sup-
porting tall wind turbines, especially for improving service-
ability requirements (Shrestha, 2015). The centrifuge model
tests performed by Sawada and Takemura (2014) on three
types of model foundations (piled-raft, pile group, and raft
alone) subjected to vertical, lateral, and bending moment
loads also show that the vertical bearing capacity of the
piled-raft foundation is the largest among the three founda-
tions considered. This may be due to the higher bearing
capacity of the raft and the increase in pile capacity due
to the increase in soil stiffness caused by the raft contact
stress. The same study also concludes that the settlement
due to various loads can be reduced by using a piled-raft
foundation.

The geotechnical design of a piled-raft foundation is
complicated, especially when the foundation is subjected
to a larger horizontal load and bending moment. The com-
plexity increases even further when uncertainties in the
wind load and the soil parameters must be incorporated
into the design process, to increase its robustness, while
keeping the cost at the lowest possible value. The selection
of suitable design variables, such as the number of piles, the
length of the piles, and the radius of the raft, for given
loading and soil conditions, is another challenge because
of the existence of a large number of acceptable designs.
Selecting the best design that suits the performance and
cost limitations is not straightforward in the conventional
design. In such situations, the robust design optimization
technique can be used to produce a relationship between
the measure of robustness and the total cost of the founda-
tion enabling the easy selection of the best design for a
given set of performance requirements and cost limitations.

It is well recognized that the uncertainties of the soil
parameters and the loads are unavoidable in the design
of foundations. In a deterministic design approach, engi-
neers use a factor of safety (FS) to cope with the uncertain-
ties in the entire solution process. Usually, a larger FS is
used when the uncertainties of the soil parameters and
the loads are higher. Although design optimization is per-
formed in the day-to-day engineering profession, the tradi-
tional optimization procedure becomes inefficient for the
design problem pursued in this study. This is because the
pool of acceptable designs in the traditional optimization
is small and the problem is simplified to reduce the number
of random and design variables within a manageable range.
To consider the uncertainties in a systematic and accurate
manner, a reliability-based approach supported by auto-
mated computer algorithms must be considered. Research-
ers have proposed various methods that consider the
uncertainties in the soil parameters explicitly for the design
of geotechnical as well as other engineering systems
(Duncan, 2000; Griffiths et al., 2002; Phoon et al., 2003a,
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b; Fenton and Griffiths, 2008; Schuster et al., 2008;
Juang et al., 2009, 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2011). Recently, one of the authors and his colleagues
developed a reliability-based robust design methodology
for the design of an individual drilled shaft in sand consid-
ering the uncertainties of the soil parameters (Juang et al.,
2013). Additional literature on the geotechnical design
concept and the design optimization is presented in the
optimization section.

Thismethodology is employed in the current study for the
design of a piled-raft foundation considering not only the
uncertainties of the soil parameters, but also of the wind
speed which affects the horizontal load and the bending
moment. The spatial variation in strength and stiffness prop-
erties is unavoidable especially when the foundation design
is beingmade for the construction of a wind farmwhich cov-
ers a large area. Conducting a subsurface exploration to
accurately determine the soil properties and to design a
piled-raft foundation for each wind turbine would be expen-
sive and is not recommended in practice. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to develop a design procedure considering the
possible variations in soil properties so that the design will
be accurate. Similarly, the wind speed which affects the hor-
izontal load and the bending moment at the base of each
tower also varies with the location, height, and time. There-
fore, the wind speed must also be considered as an uncertain
parameter in the design. Both aforementioned uncertain
parameters have a significant impact on the selection of an
optimum design for given site conditions, performance
requirements, and cost limitations. A systematic incorpora-
tion of multiple random variables in the design requires an
advance optimization procedure with predefined objectives
such as cost and performance limitations.

To demonstrate the procedure, a 130-m-tall onshore
wind turbine in clayey and sandy soil is considered. In
the design optimization, the wind speed, the undrained
cohesion of the clayey soil, and the friction angle of the
sandy soil are taken as the random variables, while the
length of the piles, the number of piles, and the radius of
the raft are taken as the design variables. The differential
settlement of the piled-raft, which is an overall stability
parameter critical to fulfilling the serviceability require-
ment, is considered as the response of concern. The out-
come of the optimization is presented in graphical form
as a Pareto front which can be used to select the best design
for a given set of performance requirements and cost limi-
tations. The design procedure presented in this study can
also be directly applied to other structures which are sup-
ported by a piled-raft foundation and subjected to com-
bined vertical, lateral, and bending moment loads.

2. Deterministic geotechnical design of piled-raft foundation

2.1. Deterministic loads and soil properties

The wind turbine foundation is subjected to vertical
load due to the self-weight of the superstructure, horizontal
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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load due to the wind force on the above-ground compo-
nents, and bending moment due to the wind load. The cal-
culation of each load for the design is discussed below.

The vertical load on the foundation is the dead load due
to the weight of all the components above the ground. It is
calculated by summing the weights of the tower and the
other components of the wind turbine such as the nacelle
and the rotor. The sample wind turbine tower considered
in this study is a hybrid hollow cylindrical tower with the
lower 93 m made of concrete and the upper 37 m made
of steel. Its diameter gradually varies from 12.0 m at the
base to 4.0 m at the top. The weight of the nacelle and that
of the rotor were obtained from Malhotra (2011). The final
dead load of the tower is calculated to be 51.71 MN.

The wind action on the structures above the ground
induces horizontal load on them which results in a horizon-
tal force and bending moment at the base of the tower. The
wind load is calculated following the procedure described
in ASCE 7-10 (2010) using the mean survival wind speed
of 125 mph. This mean wind speed is considered to be
appropriate because most wind turbines have a survival
wind speed of 112 mph to 134 mph (Wagner and Mathur,
2013) and its range lies between 89 mph and 161 mph. It
is general practice to design wind turbines for the survival
wind speed; and hence, the foundation here is also designed
for the survival wind speed. The cut-off wind speed, which
is lower than the survival wind speed, is not considered in
this study. The standard deviation of the wind speed used
in this study is 18 mph and the above-mentioned range cov-
ers ±2 standard deviations above and below the mean
value (used in the parametric study and design optimiza-
tion sections). This range in wind speed covers hurricanes
of category 1–5 (5 being the extreme). The total horizontal
load and bending moment are calculated to be 2.26 MN
and 144.89 MNm, respectively.

For the design of a tower in clayey soil, a unit weight of
18 kN/m3 and mean undrained cohesion of 100 kPa are
assumed. These values represent stiff to very stiff clay.
Based on the literature survey (Phoon et al., 2003a,b,
2008), the standard deviation of undrained cohesion is
assumed to be 20 kPa. For the parametric study and opti-
mization procedure, the undrained cohesion is varied
between 60 kPa and 140 kPa. This represents ±2 standard
deviations. The modulus of elasticity of the soil is calcu-
lated by employing widely used empirical correlations
(USACE, 1990; Duncan and Buchignani, 1976) between
the undrained cohesion and the modulus of elasticity.
For the above-mentioned range in undrained cohesion,
the range in the modulus of elasticity is calculated to be
between 21 MPa and 49 MPa. Similarly, for the design of
a tower in sandy soil, a site with a single layer of sandy soil
is considered with the unit weight and mean friction angle
of 17.2 kN/m3 and 34�, respectively. A standard deviation
of 3.4� is assumed for the friction angle. For the parametric
study and design optimization, the friction angle is varied
between 27.2� and 40.8�. This represents ±2 standard devi-
ations. The modulus of elasticity of the sandy soil is varied
Please cite this article in press as: Ravichandran, N. et al., Robust design and
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between 1.25 MPa and 62.5 MPa (Wolff, 1989; Kulhawy
and Mayne, 1990). These variations in the strength and
deformation parameters and loading indicate that a signif-
icant variation in performance (safety and serviceability) is
possible. This requires a systematic approach to quantify
the variation in performance and corresponding cost which
is the focus of this study.

2.2. Geotechnical design procedure

The advantage of a hybrid foundation, such as a piled-
raft for supporting a larger load, is that it utilizes the higher
bearing resistance of the raft to overcome bearing capacity
failure and the higher resistance from piles to overcome
total and differential settlements. Although individual
design procedures for rafts and piles have been well docu-
mented, the design of piled-rafts is complicated and only a
limited amount of documentation is available in the litera-
ture. Determining the share of the load carried by the raft
and the piles and calculating the mobilized strength for a
given settlement are the most challenging tasks in the
design. This is mainly due to the lack of understanding of
the complex soil-raft-pile interaction. Hence, a reliable
design guideline is not yet available in the literature, partic-
ularly when the piled-raft is subjected to vertical, horizon-
tal, and bending moment loads.

This study includes a preliminary geotechnical design of
a piled-raft foundation following the procedure outlined by
Hemsley (2000), in which the design procedure proposed
by Poulos and Davis (1980) and Randolph (1994) are
incorporated. In this procedure, the design variables, i.e.,
the radius of the raft, the length of the piles, and the num-
ber of piles, are assumed and adjusted until all the design
requirements are met. To reduce the complication in the
design procedure, the type and the size of the piles are fixed
to be pre-stressed concrete piles of size 0.457 m (1800). The
design requirements include checks for the vertical load
capacity, the bending moment capacity, the horizontal load
capacity, the total and differential settlements, and the
rotation of the tower. A minimum factor of safety of 2 is
considered to be safe (Hemsley, 2000) for the vertical load,
horizontal load, and bending moment capacity checks. The
maximum total settlement of 45 mm is allowed. A vertical
misalignment within 3 mm/m of the tower is considered to
be safe against the rotation of the tower (Grunberg and
Gohlmann, 2013). For this allowable vertical misalign-
ment, the safe horizontal displacement due to the bending
moment at the top of a 130-m-tall tower is calculated to be
390 mm. Hence, the safe rotation of the tower (h) is
determined to be 0.17� calculated using the safe horizontal
displacement and the height of the tower.

2.2.1. Check for vertical capacity

To determine the ultimate vertical load capacity of the
piled-raft foundation, first the ultimate capacity of the indi-
vidual components (i.e., raft Pu-R and pile Pu-P) are calcu-
lated for the assumed trial dimensions. The ultimate
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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bearing capacity of the raft is calculated using the general
bearing capacity equation (Meyerhof, 1963). Since the
piled-raft foundation in this study is for a wind turbine
tower, a circular raft is considered so that there will be
an equal capacity in all directions when the wind turbine
rotor rotates. The size of the raft is determined based on
the tower base diameter. Since the radius of the base of
the tower in this study is 6.0 m, the radius of the raft is con-
sidered to be 7.5 m which provides sufficient clearance and
doesn’t cover a large area. The ultimate vertical pile capac-
ity of a single pre-stressed concrete pile of size 0.457 m is
calculated as the sum of the skin and the toe resistances.
The skin resistance is calculated using a and the basic fric-
tion theory for piles in clayey and sandy soil, respectively,
and the toe resistance is calculated using Meyerhof’s
method for both clayey and sandy soil (Das, 2016). Then,
the ultimate vertical capacity of a block (Pu-B) is calculated
as the sum of the ultimate vertical capacity of the circular
pile group block of the soil, the raft, and all the piles and
the portion of the raft lying outside the periphery of the
pile group. Finally, the ultimate vertical load capacity of
the piled-raft foundation is considered to be the lesser of:
(i) the sum of the ultimate capacities of the raft and all
the piles i.e., Pu-PR = Pu-R + NpPu-P, where Np is the num-
ber of piles and (ii) the ultimate capacity of the block i.e.,
Pu-B. It should be noted that the determination of the num-
ber and the length of the piles is an iterative procedure. The
number and the length of the piles are adjusted until all the
design requirements are met. Finally, the factor of safety
for the vertical load capacity is calculated using Eq. (1).

FSP ¼ minðPu�PR; Pu�BÞ
P

ð1Þ

where P is the design vertical load.
2.2.2. Check for moment capacity

The ultimate bending moment capacity of the piled-raft
foundation is calculated following a similar procedure to
that used for calculating the ultimate vertical load capacity,
i.e., the lesser of: (i) the sum of the ultimate moment capac-
ity of the raft (Mu-R) and all the individual piles in the
group (Mu-P), i.e., Mu-PR = Mu-R + Mu-P, and (ii) the ulti-
mate moment capacity of a block (Mu-B). The ultimate
moment capacity of the raft, Mu-R, for the assumed dimen-
sion is calculated using Eq. (2) (Hemsley, 2000).

Mu�R

Mm
¼ 27

4

P
Pu

1� P
Pu

� �1=2
" #

ð2Þ

where Mm is the maximum possible moment that the soil
can support, P is the applied vertical load, and Pu is the
ultimate centric load on the raft when no moment is
applied. In this study, Mm for a circular raft is calculated
by modifying the equation used to calculate Mm for a rect-
angular raft given in Hemsley (2000). The modified equa-
tion for Mm for the circular raft used in this study is
given in Eq. (3).
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where qu is the ultimate bearing capacity of the raft and D

is the diameter of the circular raft. The ultimate moment of
all the piles, Mu-P, for the assumed length and number of
piles is calculated using Eq. (4) (Hemsley, 2000).

Mu�P ¼
XNp

i¼1

Puuijxij ð4Þ

where Puui is the ultimate uplift capacity of the ith pile, jxij is
the absolute distance of the ith pile from the center of the
group, and Np is the number of piles. Similarly, the ulti-
mate moment capacity of the block, Mu-B, is calculated
using Eq. (5) given below (Hemsley, 2000).

Mu�B ¼ aB�puBBD2
B ð5Þ

where BB and DB are the width and the depth of the block,
respectively, �pu is the average lateral resistance of the soil
along the block, and aB is the factor depending upon the dis-
tribution of ultimate lateral pressure with depth (0.25 for a
constant distribution of �pu and 0.2 for linearly increasing
�pu with depth from zero at the surface). Hemsley (2000) pro-
posed Eq. (5) for the design of rectangular rafts and pile
arrangements. Since, in this study, the raft and the pile
arrangements are circular, the raft section is converted to
an equivalent rectangular section in order to use Eq. (5).
Finally, the factor of safety is calculated using Eq. (6).

FSM ¼ minðMu�PR;Mu�BÞ
M

ð6Þ

where M is the design moment.

2.2.3. Check for horizontal capacity

Broms’ solution for lateral pile analyses in cohesive and
cohesionless soil, outlined in Gudmundsdottir (1981), was
used to determine the lateral capacity of a single pile.
Although it is for single pile analyses, it is assumed that
all the piles in the group will have similar behavior. The
horizontal coefficient of subgrade reaction is used to deter-
mine the horizontal load capacity (Vu-P) and horizontal
deflection (yH) of a single pile using the procedure
described in Gudmundsdottir (1981) for sandy and clayey
soil. The horizontal capacity of all the piles in the founda-
tion system is estimated as the sum of the horizontal capac-
ities of all the piles, i.e., Vu-PR = NpVu-P, assuming that all
the piles in the group will behave in the same way. Finally,
the factor of safety is calculated using Eq. (7).

FSV ¼ V u�PR

V
ð7Þ

where V is the design horizontal load.

2.2.4. Pile-raft-soil interaction and resultant vertical load-
settlement behavior

The vertical load-settlement behavior of the piled-raft
was estimated by the approach proposed by Poulos (2001)
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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in conjunction with the method used for estimating the
load sharing between the raft and the piles presented in
Randolph (1994). The values of stiffness for the piles, the
raft, and the pile-raft as a block are used to estimate the
load sharing between the raft and the piles. The stiffness
of the piled-raft, Kpr, is estimated using the following equa-
tion proposed by Randolph (1994):

Kpr ¼ XKp; X ¼ 1þ ð1� 2arpÞKr=Kp

1� a2rpðKr=KpÞ ð8Þ

where Kr is the stiffness of the raft, Kp is the stiffness of the
pile group, and arp is the pile-raft interaction factor. In this
method, the interaction between the pile and the raft is
incorporated by using the pile-raft interaction factor. How-
ever, the interactions between the raft and the soil and
between the pile and the soil, which depend on the settle-
ment, are not considered. The pile-raft interaction factor
is assumed to be 0.8 considering the fact that as the number
of piles increases the value of arp increases, and it reaches
the maximum value of 0.8 as reported by Randolph
(1994). The stiffness of the raft is estimated using the
method outlined by Randolph (1994), while the stiffness
of the pile group is estimated using the method proposed
by Poulos (2001). In this method, the target stiffness of
the piled-raft is determined by dividing the total vertical
load by the assumed allowable settlement, and then Eq.
(8) is solved to determine the stiffness of the pile group.
When the foundation is subjected to the vertical load, the
stiffness of the piled-raft will remain operative until the
load-bearing capacity of the pile is fully mobilized at load
PA, as shown in Eq. (9) (also in Fig. 2). After calculating
the values for Kpr, Kr, and PA, the load-settlement curve
(P vs. S) for the piled-raft foundation is developed using
Eq. (9). Then, the settlement of the foundation due to the
design vertical load is determined through the use of the
load-settlement curve.

For P 6 PA; S ¼ P
Kpr

For P > PA; S ¼ PA

Kpr
þ P � PA

Kr

�
ð9Þ
2.2.5. Pile-raft-soil interaction, differential settlement, and

tower rotation

When the piled-raft foundation is subjected to combined
loading, piles on one side of the neutral axis will be in ten-
sion and those on the other side in compression. The verti-
cal displacement of the piled-raft foundation due to
horizontal and bending moment loads affects the vertical
resistance of the piles on the tension and compression sides
resulting in a difference in mobilized resistance (Sawada
and Takemura, 2014). The difference in mobilized resis-
tance results in the difference in the vertical displacement
of the piles in tension and compression which, in turn,
results in differential settlement (Sdiff). During the vertical
displacement, there will be interactions among the soil,
the piles, and the raft which may have an impact on the
Please cite this article in press as: Ravichandran, N. et al., Robust design and
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capacity of the foundation. The calculation of the differen-
tial settlement of the combined piled-raft foundation sys-
tem, due to the bending moment and considering the
interactions among the various components, is a challeng-
ing task in the design of piled-raft foundations. The accu-
rate procedure for estimating the differential settlement of
a piled-raft foundation subjected to a coupled load (vertical
load, lateral load, and bending moment) is not yet available
in the literature. The present paper proposes a new method
for calculating the differential settlement of a piled-raft
foundation. In this method, the total applied bending
moment is divided between the raft and the piles such that
the differential settlements of the individual components
are equal, which is considered to be the differential settle-
ment of the piled-raft foundation. The assumption made
here is that the pile head is connected rigidly to the bottom
of the raft; and therefore, both the piles and the raft will
rotate by the same amount when the foundation is sub-
jected to a bending moment load. The estimation of the
percentage of the moment shared by the raft and the piles,
to induce an equal amount of differential settlement, is cal-
culated using an iterative procedure in this study. A sche-
matic of the proposed concept is presented in Fig. 1. The
calculation of the differential settlement of the individual
components (raft and piles) is discussed in the following
section.
2.2.5.1. Differential settlement of raft. The differential settle-
ment of the raft is estimated based on the rotation (h) due
to the wind load. The rotation is calculated using Eq. (10)
given by Grunberg and Gohlmann (2013).

h ¼ Mfound

csIfound
; cs ¼ Es

f 0 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Afound

p ð10Þ

where Mfound is the fixed-end moment at the soil-structure
interface (percentage of the moment shared by the raft to
result in a differential settlement equal to that of the piles
in this study), cs is the foundation modulus, Ifound is the sec-
ond moment of inertia for the area of the foundation, Es is
the modulus of elasticity of the soil, f0 is the shape factor
for overturning (0.25), and Afound is the area of the founda-
tion. After calculating h, the differential settlement of the
raft is determined using a simple trigonometric
relationship.
2.2.5.2. Differential settlement of piles. The differential set-
tlement profile of the piles as a group is estimated consid-
ering the equivalent vertical loads due to the dead load
and bending moment shared by the piles. First, the vertical
load on each pile is estimated and then the settlement of
each pile head is calculated following the procedure out-
lined by Fellenius (1999). As discussed above, the pile resis-
tance will be different on the tension and the compression
sides which will result in the difference in vertical settlement
depending on the location of the pile with respect to the
neutral axis. Hence, the settlements of the piles in a vertical
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of proposed differential settlement concept for piled-raft foundation.
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section (2-dimensional elevation) are approximated by a
straight line to produce the settlement profile for the piles.
The above-mentioned procedure is repeated by adjusting
the load shared by the piles and the raft until the settlement
profiles for the piles and the raft match, which is considered
to be the settlement profile of the piled-raft system.

The allowable differential settlement of the piled-raft
foundation addressed in this study is 45 mm which is calcu-
lated using the allowable rotation (0.17�) and the diameter
of the raft (15 m). The allowable horizontal displacement
(DH) at the top of the tower is 390 mm.

2.2.6. Final design of piled-raft foundation

The final design results of the piled-raft foundation for
the mean wind speed and the soil properties, obtained by
following the above-mentioned procedure, are given in
Table 1. Based on the checks of the vertical capacity and
the moment capacity, presented earlier, it is found that
the final design of the piled-raft foundation is controlled
by the individual failure (either the raft or the piles fail,
i.e., case ‘i’ in ultimate vertical and moment capacity deter-
mination) of both clayey and sandy soil. In both soils, the
thickness of the raft is 1.2 m at the depth of 1.5 m. The
total settlement (Stot) listed in Table 1 is determined using
the load-settlement curve for the piled-raft foundation
shown in Fig. 2 for the design vertical load (51.71 MN).
It can be observed in Table 1 that the final designs of the
piled-raft foundation in both types of soil have satisfied
the safety and settlement requirements. The total piles are
divided equally and arranged circumferentially at radial
distances of 5.3 m and 6.7 m at equal spacing maintaining
the pile-to-pile spacing of at least three times the pile size.

It should also be noted in Fig. 2 that the design vertical
load is smaller than PA (=184.04 MN for clay and =
203.41 MN for sand) which indicates that both the raft
and the piles are contributing to the support of the load
and that the pile capacity is not fully mobilized at this ver-
Table 1
Design results of piled-raft foundation for mean case.

Soil Lp (m) Np Rr (m) FSP FSM

Clay 20 40 7.5 3.55 3.35
Sand 35 36 7.5 7.91 4.32

Please cite this article in press as: Ravichandran, N. et al., Robust design and
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tical load. A sample pile configuration for the piled-raft
foundation in clayey soil is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Although the structural design of a piled-raft founda-
tion is important in terms of ensuring the structural safety
of the foundation components, it is not considered in this
study. This study focusses on performing the geotechnical
design of the piled-raft foundation and addressing one of
the design issues (calculation of the differential settlement).
Other than the structural design, extreme events, such as
hurricanes and earthquakes, and long-term events, such
as consolidation, which the wind turbine may face during
its lifetime, have not been explored in this study. Neverthe-
less, the authors’ insights on the performance of the wind
turbine during the occurrence of these events are briefly
discussed here. Although the effect of hurricanes is not
explicitly considered in this study, the wind speed range
taken for the parametric study (next section) covers hurri-
canes of category 1 to 5 fairly well. However, the sustain-
ability of wind turbine towers during such events is not
investigated. Similarly, the authors believe that giving con-
sideration to earthquakes in the design will add horizontal
force to the wind turbine tower which will induce addi-
tional bending moment at the bottom of the tower
demanding a larger foundation. In addition, when the wind
turbine tower tilts, its center of gravity changes. This
induces additional bending moment at the base of the
tower. However, these components are not considered in
this study. Likewise, the long-term consolidation settle-
ment is not addressed here. The authors believe that if
the consolidation settlement is considered, then the total
and differential settlements will increase.

3. Design and random variables and conventional parametric
study

A parametric study is conducted to determine the effect
of the variation in the loading and the soil properties on the
FSV Stot (mm) Sdiff (mm) DH (mm) yH (mm)

12.94 42.38 44.30 384.71 9.97
7.40 42.17 44.90 389.11 27.89

optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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Fig. 2. Calculated load-settlement curves for piled-raft foundation in (a) clayey soil and (b) sandy soil.

Fig. 3. Sample plan view of final design outcome for piled-raft in clay.
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design outcomes. The random variables taken here are the
undrained cohesion and the wind speed in the clayey soil
and the friction angle and the wind speed in the sandy soil,
and the design variables taken here are the number of piles,
Np, the length of the piles, Lp, and the radius of the raft, Rr,
for both soils. For each case of the parametric study, the
design requirements are met by adjusting only one of the
design variables at a time and keeping the rest of them con-
stant at their mean values. Details of the results of the
parametric study for both soils are discussed below.
3.1. Variation in undrained cohesion

In this study, the variation in undrained cohesion (cu) in
the clayey soil is estimated by considering the low site vari-
ability. According to the SCDOT Geotechnical Design
Manual (2010), the coefficient of variation (COV) for low
site variability is less than 25%. Hence, for this study,
20% is selected as a reasonable COV (Phoon, 2008). Using
the mean cu value of 100 kPa and the COV of 20%, the
standard deviation is determined to be 20 kPa. Hence,
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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cu is varied between 60 kPa and 140 kPa, i.e., ±2 standard
deviations considering a uniform probability distribution,
and the designs are performed for each cu value keeping
the wind speed constant at its mean value. The effect of
varying cu on the design variables is shown in Fig. 4. The
results indicate that Np, Lp, and Rr decrease with increasing
cu because a higher cu provides a higher bearing capacity of
the piled-raft foundation. In Fig. 4(a), it can be noticed
that Np for the lowest cu is 66. Dividing these piles equally
along the two circumferences of radius 6.7 m and 5.4 m will
not satisfy the pile-to-pile spacing requirement of at least
three pile sizes. The maximum Np that the circumferences
of radius of 6.7 m and 5.3 m can accommodate, while
maintaining the required pile spacing, are 30 and 24,
respectively. Therefore, whenever Np exceeds 54 (= 30 +
24), the extra piles, i.e., (Np � 54), are arranged along the
third circumference of radius 3.9 m. The radius of the third
circumference is determined based on the spacing between
the previous two circumferences. Moreover, it must be
borne in mind that the maximum Np allowed with the cir-
cumference of radius of 3.9 m is 18 to maintain the
required pile-to-pile spacing. Hence, whenever Np exceeds
72 (= 54 + 18), additional circumference is required. It is
suggested that the additional circumference be added to
the inner area, as much as the dimensions allow, because
adding piles to the inside will not increase the surface area
of the foundation. Nevertheless, when the additional cir-
cumference cannot be added to the inner area, due to size
and/or space constraints, the size of the raft should be
increased to add piles along the outer circumference if nec-
essary. In Fig. 4(c), it can be seen that Rr remained the
same even with the increase in cu beyond 100 kPa because
it cannot be lower than the bottom diameter of the tower.

3.2. Variation in friction angle

The variation in friction angle (/) in the sandy soil is
estimated by considering a COV of 10%, which is a suitable
value for the friction angle variability (Phoon, 2008). The
standard deviation of the friction angle is calculated to be
3.4� using a mean value of 34� and a COV of 10%. This
resulted in a variation in / between 27.2� and 40.8�, i.e.,
±2 standard deviations considering a uniform probability
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distribution. The effect of this possible variation in design
variables is shown in Fig. 5. The results indicate that Np,
Lp, and Rr decrease with an increasing / because a higher
/ increases the bearing capacity of both the raft and the
piles resulting in the increase in bearing capacity of the
piled-raft foundation. It can be seen in Fig. 5(a) that the
Np required for the lowest / is 68. Hence, for this case,
the piles are arranged along the three circumferences of
radius 6.7 m, 5.3 m, and 3.9 m, as discussed in the previous
section. It can be observed in Fig. 5(b) that the decrease in
length that occurs while increasing the friction angle from
37.4� to 40.8� is insignificant compared to the other incre-
ments in the friction angle. This is because, for a friction
angle of 40.8�, the bending moment requirement is not sat-
isfied for the smaller-length pile even though it is overde-
signed for the other design requirements. Hence, the
bending moment capacity controls the design for the high-
est friction angle limiting the length of the pile to its mini-
mum requirement (while the other design variables are kept
constant). Similarly, the rate of decrease in Rr is not consis-
tent for all friction angles, as can be seen in Fig. 5(c). The
Rr required to fulfill all the design requirements for the low-
est friction angle is found to be extremely large because the
modulus of elasticity calculated using the correlation
(Wolff, 1989; Kulhawy and Mayne, 1990) for the lowest
friction angle is very low; and hence, it requires a very large
raft to meet the differential settlement requirement. How-
ever, it is not practical to construct such a huge raft. In
such a case, therefore, it is suggested that the length of
the pile and the number of piles be increased. Similar to
the clayey site, the minimum Rr requirement based on the
bottom diameter of the tower is maintained for higher fric-
tion angles.

3.3. Variation in wind speed

The wind speed (V) is varied between the range of sur-
vival wind speed, i.e., between 89 mph and 161 mph (±2
standard deviations) with the mean value of 125 mph and
the standard deviation of 18 mph considering a uniform
probability distribution. The designs are performed for
each wind speed keeping the undrained cohesion and fric-
tion angle constant at their mean values for clayey and
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Fig. 5. Effect of variation in friction angle on (a) number of piles, (b) length of piles, and (c) radius of raft in sandy soil.
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sandy soil, respectively, and varying only one design vari-
able at a time to meet the design requirement. The adjust-
ments required for Np, Lp, and Rr, with the variation in V,
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the clayey soil and the sandy
soil, respectively. For both soil conditions, it is observed
that Np, Lp, and Rr increase with an increasing wind speed.
It can be seen in Fig. 6(a) that the Np required for the high-
est V is 66. Hence, the piles are arranged along the three
circumferences following the same rule as that in the previ-
ous section. It is noticed in Fig. 7(b) that the rate of
increase in the length of the pile, when the wind speed is
increased from 89 mph to 107 mph in case of sandy soil,
is smaller compared to the other increments in wind speed
(107–125, 125–143, and 143–161 mph). This is because it is
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found that, for the lowest wind speed, decreasing the length
of the pile to below 22 m would result in a higher design
load compared to the capacity. Thus, the minimum length
of the piles required to carry the design axial load due to
the moment and the self-weight are increased, although this
results in the overdesign of the other design checks. Finally,
for lower wind speeds, the radius of the raft is maintained
at the minimum requirement for both soil conditions based
on the bottom diameter of the tower, as shown in Figs. 6(c)
and 7(c).

Although the above parametric studies show the
changes in design variables for the range of possible varia-
tions in loads and properties of the soil, they only show the
effect of a single variable at a time. Moreover, there is no
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quantitative measure of the variation in the responses (dif-
ferential settlement in this case) for the selected variation in
loads and soil properties. Therefore, a procedure is needed
that can systematically consider the randomness in the
loads and soil properties and can provide a quantitative
measure of the performance. Such a procedure is presented
in the next section.

4. Robust design optimization of piled-raft foundation

4.1. Concept of robust design optimization

The conventional design of foundations is typically
based on trial and error procedures considering cost and
safety criteria. The lowest-cost design that satisfies the
safety requirements is then identified and selected as the
final design. In order to select the final design out of the
pool of acceptable candidate designs, optimization tools
can be employed for a desired performance criterion.
Valliappan et al. (1999) performed a design optimization
of a piled-raft foundation on c-/ soil. The objective func-
tions in their study were the cost of the foundation and
the design variables, including the thickness of the square
raft, the cross-sectional area, and the length and the num-
ber of piles. The optimization was conducted by constrain-
ing the settlement and the differential settlement within the
allowable limits. Kim et al. (2001) reported the optimal pile
arrangements of a piled-raft foundation on clayey soil for
different loading conditions. The optimization was per-
formed to minimize the differential settlement. To this
end, an implicit function of the locations of the maximum
and minimum settlements of the square raft was taken as
the objective function, while the locations of the piles were
taken as the design variables. Chan et al. (2009) performed
an optimization of pile groups in different multi-layered
soils using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). Their objective
was to minimize the material volume of the foundation
subjected to several constraints, including the maximum
differential settlement, while the design variables consid-
ered the location, the cross-sectional area, and the number
of piles as well as the thickness of the square pile cap. In
another study, by Leung et al. (2009), the piled-raft foun-
dation was optimized with two objectives, namely, to max-
imize the overall stiffness and to minimize the differential
settlement considering the length of the pile as a design
variable. Although several of these previous studies pre-
sented efficient optimization approaches for piled-raft
designs, they ignored to a large extent the uncertainties
associated with the soil properties as well as the loads.
These uncertainties in the input parameters cause uncer-
tainties in the predicted system response, and a high vari-
ability in the response may lead to economically
inefficient designs. Therefore, along with cost (or material
usage) optimization, the concept of a robust design to iden-
tify the design least sensitive to uncertainties is employed in
this paper. As shown in Fig. 8, introducing robustness into
the design reduces the variation in system response and
Please cite this article in press as: Ravichandran, N. et al., Robust design and
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prevents the designed system from experiencing an unsatis-
factory performance.

In recent years, reliability-based robust designs for foun-
dations and geotechnical systems have been employed fre-
quently since the concept of uncertainties in soil and robust
designs was introduced in geotechnical engineering. Juang
and Wang (2013) presented a reliability-based robust
design optimization method for shallow foundations using
the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-
II). They assumed uncertainties in the soil parameters, such
as the effective friction angle and the undrained shear
strength, and considered the dimensions of the foundation
as the design variables. The objectives of the optimization
were to minimize the cost of construction and to maximize
the robustness, considering the standard deviation of the
failure probability as a measure of robustness. Juang
et al. (2013) presented the robust geotechnical design
methodology for drilled shafts in sand using NSGA-II.
Sandy soil uncertainties, such as the friction angle, were
included in that study and the design variables were the
diameter and the length of the shaft. The shaft was opti-
mized for cost, while the standard deviation of the failure
probability was constrained to the target failure probabil-
ity. Based on these studies, NSGA-II was found to be an
effective and efficient tool for conducting a multi-
objective optimization that would result in a set of pre-
ferred designs known as the Pareto-optimal front. In their
study, the robust geotechnical design methodology was
reported as a complementary design approach for conven-
tional trial-and-error design procedures.
4.2. Proposed optimization procedure for piled-raft

foundation using response surface

In this study, the design optimization of the piled raft-
foundation to support a tall wind turbine subjected to ver-
tical load, horizontal load, and bending moment at the
foundation level is performed considering V (wind speed)
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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and cu (undrained shear strength) for clayey soil and V

(wind speed) and / (friction angle) for sandy soil as the
uncertainty parameters (or random variables), while Np,
Lp, and Rr are considered as the design variables for both
types of soil. The range and probability distribution of
the random variables considered for the optimization are
the same as those presented in the parametric study section
of this paper, i.e., the uniform probability distribution. The
uniform probability distribution is thought to be the sim-
plest distribution among the ones commonly used in the
robust design optimization. Nevertheless, the uniform dis-
tributions for the undrained shear strength and the friction
angle are considered to be appropriate for this study
because they have low coefficients of variations (20% for
undrained cohesion and 10% for the friction angle) and
cover a good range of stiff to very stiff clay and loose to
dense sand, respectively, fairly well. In contrast, the wind
speed is better represented by the Rayleigh, Weibull, Log-
normal, Gamma, and Beta distributions (Morgan et al.,
2010). Still, the uniform distribution is used for the wind
speed in this study because the aforementioned distribution
models are more complicated than the uniform distribution
and some of them require more than two parameters. A
parametric study may be conducted to investigate the effect
of the probability distribution on the robust design
optimization.

A bi-objective robust optimization is performed in this
study using NSGA-II, a toolbox in MATLAB, to minimize
the effect of the uncertainties on the response and to cap-
ture the set of optimal designs in terms of cost efficiency
and robustness. The first objective considered here is the
total cost of the piled-raft foundation calculated with the
unit price data from the RS Means cost database. The unit
prices of pre-stressed concrete piles and rafts are considered
to be $193.19/m and $342.13/m3, respectively (RS Means,
2013). It should be noted that these unit prices include
the estimated costs for material, labor, and equipment,
but exclude the overhead and profit. Since the design of
piled-raft foundations is controlled by the differential set-
tlement (Sdiff), it was considered as the response of concern.
As reported by Wang et al. (2014), the standard deviation
of the response can be considered as an appropriate mea-
sure of the robustness resulting in a smaller variation in
the response results corresponding to a more robust design.
Thus, in the current study, the standard deviation of the
differential settlement is taken as the second objective of
the optimization. The standard deviation of the differential
settlement for numerous design candidates is computed by
coupling the optimization program with a Monte Carlo
simulation using a code developed in MATLAB. The flow-
chart for the design and optimization procedure is pre-
sented in Fig. 9 with the details below.

To predict the approximate behavior of the piled-raft
foundation in a simplified manner and to avoid thousands
of cumbersome calculations, a response surface is devel-
oped based on the response and the variables (the random
and design variables). For this purpose, several design sets
Please cite this article in press as: Ravichandran, N. et al., Robust design and
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(Lp, Np, and Rr) are selected and the corresponding differ-
ential settlements are determined for the variation in ran-
dom variables. A regression analysis of the results of the
differential settlement on both soil types is subsequently
performed to establish a response surface. For the clayey
soil, the response surface is established in terms of Sdiff,
V, cu, Lp, Np, and Rr, as presented in Eq. (11). Similarly,
for the sandy soil, the response surface is established in
terms of Sdiff, V, /, Lp, Np, and Rr, as presented in Eq.
(12). The coefficients for the determination (or R2) value
obtained from the regression analysis are 0.91 and 0.90
for the clayey soil and the sandy soil, respectively. This
indicates that the proposed response function fits the data
reasonably well.
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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Fig. 10. Pareto fronts optimized for both total cost and standard
deviation of (a) piled-raft in clayey soil and (b) piled-raft in sandy soil.
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Foundation in clayey soil:

Sdiff ¼ expð19:74þ 3:74 lnðV Þ � 1:87 lnðcuÞ � 3:04

� lnðLpÞ � 3:66 lnðNpÞ � 1:28 lnðRrÞÞ ð11Þ
Foundation in sandy soil:

Sdiff ¼ expð15:72þ 2:86 lnðV Þ � 2:19 lnð/Þ � 2:03

� lnðLpÞ � 2:61 lnðNpÞ � 0:54 lnðRrÞÞ ð12Þ
In this study, 10,000 simulations are performed to com-

pute the standard deviation of the response for each design
set considering the variation in random variables. From a
parametric study, which is not presented in this paper, it
was observed that 10,000 simulations produced a reason-
ably smoother Pareto front compared to 1000 simulations;
and therefore, 10,000 simulations are considered adequate
in this study. The robust design optimization procedure
was also subjected to safety constraints of the allowable
differential settlement (Sdiff,all = 45 mm) and the target reli-
ability (bt = 3), as the latter has been recommended by
Kulhawy and Phoon (1996), to ensure the reliability of
the foundation system. The reliability index of the system
can be computed using the performance function of the
system (g) defined as follows:

gðh;X Þ ¼ Sdiff ;all � Sdiff ðh;X Þ ð13Þ
where h and X indicate random variables and design vari-
ables, respectively. As seen in Eq. (14), the mean value of
the performance function (lg) is calculated using the mean
value of the response (differential settlement) which is com-
puted via the MC simulation. It should be noted that the
standard deviation of the performance function (rg) is
equal to the standard deviation of the response also deter-
mined by the MC calculation (rg ¼ rSdiff ). The reliability

index of the system (b) was then computed as expressed
in Eq. (15), and the values less than bt were considered
unacceptable for the optimization.

lg ¼ Sdiff ;all � lSdiff ð14Þ

b ¼ lg

rg
ð15Þ

The preferred designs resulting from the optimization
procedure are illustrated graphically in Fig. 10 in the form
of Pareto fronts. The figure shows that the design with a
lower cost may have higher vulnerability and higher
response variability. It can be observed for the clayey soil
in Fig. 10(a) that the standard deviation for the differential
settlement increased from about 4.5 mm to 7.5 mm when
the total cost of the foundation decreased from about
$420,000 to $360,000. Similarly, for sandy soil, as shown
in Fig. 10(b), the standard deviation for the differential set-
tlement increased from about 5.0 mm to 8.1 mm when the
total cost of the foundation decreased from about $670,000
to $540,000. It should be noted that the Pareto front
changes with changes in the mean values of the random
variables and the range in the design and random variables.
Please cite this article in press as: Ravichandran, N. et al., Robust design and
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The most optimal design (i.e., balancing both objectives)
can be obtained from the Pareto front using the knee point
concept. Among the various methods available for deter-
mining the knee point, the normal boundary intersection
(NBI) approach, illustrated in Fig. 10 and discussed in
Juang et al. (2014) and Deb and Gupta (2011), is used in
this study. In this method, the boundary line (AB) is cre-
ated by connecting two extreme points in the Pareto front;
then the distance of each point in the Pareto front from the
boundary line is calculated. The point on the Pareto front
with the maximum distance from the boundary line is iden-
tified and referred to as the knee point, as marked in
Fig. 10. The optimal cost and the standard deviation of
the response corresponding to the knee point are used to
finalize the design solution.

The optimal length of the piles, the number of piles, and
the radius of the raft for the wind tower designed in this
study with clayey soil are found to be 30.4 m, 52, and
8.01 m, respectively, while the cost of that design is esti-
mated to be $386,580. Similarly, the results for the wind
tower designed with sandy soil are 50.9 m, 54, and 7.96
m, respectively, with an estimated cost of $610,024. A com-
parison between the conventional geotechnical design
results, considering the mean design parameters, and the
design optimization results, considering the variation in
optimization procedure for piled-raft foundation to support tall wind tur-
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Table 2
Comparison of conventional design and optimized design.

Soil Conventional design Optimized design

Lp (m) Np Rr (m) Total cost ($) Lp (m) Np Rr (m) Std. dev of response (mm) Total cost ($)

Clay 20 40 7.5 227,103 30.4 52 8.01 5.41 386,580
Sand 35 36 7.5 315,971 50.9 54 7.96 5.90 610,024
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random variables for clayey and sandy soil, is given in
Table 2. The standard deviation of the response (differen-
tial settlement) obtained from the design optimization is
also presented in this table. For both types of soil, the
introduction of the variation in random variables or noise
factors in the design results in a more costly foundation
compared to the conventional design for the mean design
parameters. However, the variations in the responses (dif-
ferential settlement) are reduced significantly for the foun-
dation in both soils. It may be thought that the same
response would have been achieved by using a larger factor
of safety, but the robust design procedure presented in this
paper considers multiple factors (random and design vari-
ables), reduces the variation in the responses systemati-
cally, and provides a numerical value for the variation in
responses.

The use of Pareto fronts can be extended to determine
cost-based and/or performance-based designs. For
instance, as shown in Fig. 10, a client willing to spend C1

for the construction of a foundation can select the design
corresponding to point C on the Pareto front with the per-
formance level of P1. At the same time, a client who
demands a certain level of performance, P2 in Fig. 10,
can select the design corresponding to point P on the Par-
eto front which will cost C2 for the construction.

5. Conclusion

A geotechnical design optimization procedure for a
piled-raft foundation to support a tall wind turbine on
clayey and sandy soil is presented in this paper. The pro-
cedure can be easily extended to the geotechnical design of
piled-raft foundations to support other structures. The
geotechnical design conducted in this study followed the
analytical equations available in the literature and indi-
cated that the final design is controlled by the differential
settlement and the rotation of the foundation rather than
the bearing capacity or the total settlement. The paramet-
ric study showed that for both types of soil, the design
requirements can be met by increasing the number of
piles, increasing the length of the piles, or increasing the
radius of the raft when the wind speed is increased. For
a higher undrained cohesion (in clayey soil) and a higher
friction angle (in sandy soil), a smaller foundation was
enough to meet the design requirements. The robust opti-
mization procedure resulted in easy-to-use graphs, called
Pareto fronts, which show a clear trade-off relationship
between the cost and the standard deviation of the
responses (differential settlement) for both soils. Although
Please cite this article in press as: Ravichandran, N. et al., Robust design and
bine in clay and sand, Soils Found. (2018), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sandf.20
these graphs can be utilized to select the suitable design
for a given set of performance requirements (variation in
differential settlement) and cost limitations, the most suit-
able design solution is determined using the knee point
concept.
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